
How ‘Western Australia 
Tourism – Our Story’ can 
inspire marketing and 
communications

A CASE STUDY FOR 
LIVE NINGALOO



WELCOME

This case study forms part of the toolkit for 
‘Western Australia Tourism – Our Story’.

A strong tourism brand does incredible things for a destination. It  
elevates tourism experiences, inspires new tourism products, unleashes 
the collective power of individual tourism operators, instils pride  
and energy in locals, and provides jobs and drives the economy.

‘Western Australia Tourism – Our Story’ has been created in 
consultation with over 500 tourism industry business owners and leaders 
from across the state, as well as being tested with over 200 consumers 
located intrastate, interstate and internationally. 

The purpose of this project is threefold, with the overarching aim to bring 
more travellers to WA. 

• For Tourism Western Australia (Tourism WA), Our Story will 
develop a highly differentiated marketing strategy that gives WA  
a competitive advantage.

• For the tourism industry, it will amplify individual efforts, and  
create a tourism brand that commands greater attention and value. 

• For travellers, it will motivate them to choose a holiday  
here over anywhere else in the world. 

‘Western Australia Tourism – Our Story’ belongs to us all. It is a common 
foundation and a tool that can be used where it adds value and is relevant. 
It has been created to allow flexibility. It’s not mandated nor is it stipulated 
how Our Story must be used. At Tourism WA, our priority is to celebrate the 
diverse ways different partners integrate it into their marketing, product 
development and business planning  to inspire others to do the same.

For Tourism WA, Our Story will inspire future advertising campaigns, events, 
destination development, partnerships and policy.

To demonstrate how Our Story can inspire tourism businesses, Tourism 
WA has partnered with three different organisations to create this series of 
case studies and show how it might be used.

We thank you for being a part of this important project for our state.  
To learn more about ‘Western Australia Tourism – Our Story’, click here  

www.tourism.wa.gov.au/our-story
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OVERVIEW

Situated on the sparkling Coral Coast, Live Ningaloo has found a niche 
in offering truly intimate ocean wildlife experiences unlike any other. 
Their humpback whale experience offers the chance to get up close and 
personal with one of the ocean’s great gentle giants, however as a new 
offering provided during shoulder season, they wanted to sustainably grow 
its demand.

Since the introduction of humpback whale swimming 
to a select few operators in 2016, the Department of 
Parks and Wildlife have extended this trial through 
2020 due to its success. This breathtaking experience 
is considered to be as immersive and awe-inspiring  
as Exmouth’s ever-popular whale shark experience.

This important product development has great 
potential to prolong the tourist season for a region  
that is predominately known for its whale  
shark experiences.

A PREMIUM AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

Live Ningaloo takes pride in offering tours that don’t 
treat visitors as a number, but take them on a highly 
personalised adventure in groups of 10. In these small 
groups, guests can truly get up close and personal with 
the marine life, and enjoy maximum swim time. They 
also offer private, one-on-one tours.

Because of this small group offering, they have  
become the antithesis of the sheltered aquarium 

experience – their focus is on providing a hands-on, 
close-knit and adventurous expedition. The experience 
itself is also more than just the wildlife—from the 
occasional freshly caught seafood to a customary 
glass of bubbles to toast the new friends made and 
experiences had—they offer customers a simple, down 
to earth and unforgettable type of luxury.

“You get so close you can see the 
whale’s eyes focus on you. Moments 
like that with wildlife are what our small 
group tours were designed for. You get 
the full fruit of the experience with a 
single swimming group”

Sonia Beckwith 
General Manager 
Live Ningaloo
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AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER

The majesty of the humpback whale is truly awe-
inspiring, but can be quite frightening for people bar the 
most adventurous tourist. However, in the incredible 
moments when a mother humpback brings her calf up 
to look at the group of snorkellers, or the whale chooses 
to come close and make eye-to-eye contact with its new 
human friend, it is a phenomenon like no other. 

Many other places around the world do these swims in 
calving grounds—areas where whales seek safety and 
isolation—but this is an opportunity to witness these 
majestic deep sea creatures on a migratory journey. 

INCREASING DEMAND FOR A SHOULDER 
SEASON PRODUCT

Shoulder season (August - October) coincides with 
Live Ningaloo’s humpback whale season. During 
this time, as the visitors go pouring out, so too does 
demand. 

By driving uptake of the humpback whale product during 
this period, Live Ningaloo believed that there would 
be enormous business value for themselves and the 
local industry – evening out seasonal fluctuations and 
creating a more stable tourism workforce.

COMMUNICATING THEIR POINT OF DIFFERENCE IN 
MARKETING MATERIALS

Aware that their prices are slightly higher than their 
competitors, Live Ningaloo identified that their point 
of difference should be more clearly communicated 

to entice people into experiencing the humpback 
whale product. Now, using Our Story, they can amplify 
consumer understanding of this premium offering and 
really underscore their unique selling proposition.

Key Challenges Identified

After discussions with Live Ningaloo, the following 
marketing challenges were identified:

FIND CUT-THROUGH BY HIGHLIGHTING A 
CLEAR POINT OF DIFFERENCE
Live Ningaloo needed to find a way to highlight the low-
key luxury of their small group experiences, in order to 
stand out from the crowd of  higher-volume operators.

INCREASE UPTAKE OF A SHOULDER  
SEASON PRODUCT

Live Ningaloo’s aim was to create sustainable growth 
in demand for a lesser-known product. How could Our 
Story be used to frame this in a way they could take to 
market?

BUILD INDUSTRY-WIDE SUPPORT FOR THE 
HUMPBACK WHALE PRODUCT

Live Ningaloo identified that working with RTOs and 
other tourism operators would be critical in growing  
the whole sector as they grew their product.
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OTHERWORLDLY 
PHENOMENA

FULL OF
CHARACTERS

BAREFOOT
LUXURY

Catching wild lobsters and 
enjoying intimate bushfood 
dinners. Helicopter rides in 
Purnululu’s Bungle Bungle 
Range. Fine wines and surf 
breaks with pans of paella 
balanced on rocks at the 
beach. Savouring a fresh 
coff ee with damper and 
quandong jam while curling 
your toes into Australia’s 
whitest beach.

Swimming alongside 
friendly whale sharks, 
back fl ipping manta rays 
and singing humpback 
whales. Bubblegum pink 
lakes, horizontal waterfalls, 
wildfl owers, the staircase 
to the moon, dinosaur 
footprints and giant tides.

Where wonders hail from 
beyond the realms of 
possibility. Super natural 
contrasts of colour, texture 
and landscapes. It blows 
your mind then takes you 
right back down to earth.

Locally run businesses with 
local knowledge. The ‘unique 
and memorable locals’ you 
meet on the road.

Being surrounded by desert 
and sea forges our culture 
and communities. Tourism 
businesses in Western 
Australia don’t happen by 
accident – it takes a fi erce 
belief in what’s great about 
our home to take it on and 
stick with it. Sharing our 
way of life and our stories is 
what drives us.

Luxury, but not as you 
know it. Special but 
not snobby. It’s right 
on nature’s doorstep. 
Exceptional service that’s 
relaxed, down to earth and 
appears eff ortless. Special 
rare experiences in a low-
key environment.

ANCIENT TRACKS,
NEW JOURNEYS

Ancient stories waiting to 
be shared by the world’s 
oldest living culture. 
Aboriginal tourism 
experiences across the 
state and the seasons.

Bush food, bush walks, 
ancient rock art, beach 
BBQs, caves, walking tours, 
Dreamtime stories and 
stargazing with the world’s 
fi rst astronomers.

EXAMPLES

MAJESTIC 
LANDSCAPES,

BIG SKIES

Spaciousness, sheer 
scale, scalpel sharp light. 
Witnessing what millions 
of years and the passage 
of time has created. It’s 
a special place, where 
connecting with the land 
helps you reconnect with 
yourself.

The Kimberley, gorges 
shaped like cathedrals, 
Cottesloe Beach, Karijini 
National Park and the 
Pilbara night sky.

Unlocking marketing opportunities 
with Our Story
By identifying a commonality between their humpback experience and  
Our Story, Live Ningaloo could use this to underpin decisions and generate 
marketing ideas aligned to this experience.

This process could help Live Ningaloo build out further 
experiences that would distill their very own Spirit of 
Adventure and drive product uptake. To do this, they 
found alignment with the Pillars of Our Story – the key 
elements that make up the Spirit of Adventure.

They highlighted the phrases and snippets that inspired 
them, giving them language and themes they could 
identify with.

Live Ningaloo were able to find a clear connection with the 
Pillars  otherworldly phenomena,  barefoot luxury 
and  full of characters. The boutique, small group 
nature of the humpback experience, the otherworldliness 
of swimming with these giant marine creatures, and the 
characters you meet on your journey are the key elements 
that inspire their own Spirit of Adventure.

The Pillars of Our Story. By identifying the traits they shared with the Pillars, Live Ningaloo could see how their business had its own story 
that related to the Spirit of Adventure. This helped to frame and guide their marketing decisions.

The premium nature of the small group 

experience - more intimate and personal

Being up close with a whale 
is otherworldly - an incredible 
adventure like no other

All about the‘local’, get to know each other - some make friends for life. As authentic an experience as you’ll get

Enjoying freshly caught 
seafood 

paired with fine WA wine

Embed the experience in the 
global opportunity - one of the 
few places to do it this way

Be a‘local voice’not 
a cold tourism operator 
- the people who own 
it, run it
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Using Our Story to 
find opportunity in 
marketing materials
After having identified shared traits  
with Our Story, Live Ningaloo could  
cross-reference this against their  
marketing materials, to find opportunities 
for potential refinement. 
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We have created the best experience in Australia
(so says our guests)! The only bespoke oceanic tour

operator on the Ningaloo Reef specialising in small

group tours, 10 maximum. We operate 15 March
until 31 December. 

We conduct snorkelling tours (whale shark and
humpback whale swimming), private charters,
liveaboard packages, scientific expeditions, and
tailor-made itineraries on the Ningaloo Reef in
Exmouth WA. See our rates for a schedule of our
tours and season. Please enquire for customised
packages.

More time with wildlife on our tours! We reverse
engineered our tours based on the Parks and
Wildlife regulations. This provides our guests with

the best chance of seeing wildlife and having a
meaningful, authentic interaction. It takes time (avg.

2 - 5 minutes) for guests to get used to their snorkel

and fins, how the open ocean feels whilst swimming,

and get familiar with what they are seeing. On our

tours, guests get the time to settle in, they then get

to soak in the experience with a nice long swim time

and they are supported with the largest staff to
guest ratio in the industry.

Our mission is to be the most memorable experience

in Australia. Our vision is to create authentic
adventures and life-changing experiences, using our

business to inspire pro-envrironmental behaviour.

We think the reviews our customers leave us
summarise it better than we could, and they
are glowing! 

We are located in Exmouth and our tours depart
from Tantabiddi Boat Ramp daily. Qantas fly daily via

Perth to Exmouth with connections from most
capital cities. Air and road transfers are available
from Exmouth Airport by other vendors and must be

pre- booked. See our 'Exmouth Area' page for more

information. The drive from Learmonth Airport to

Exmouth is about 35 minutes. The drive from
Exmouth to Tantabiddi Boat Ramp is an additional 30

- 35 mins. We provide morning transfers from
Exmouth area. See our FAQ page for more details.

Guests can self-drive to Exmouth from Perth. It is
1330 kms/13+ hours.

Facebook Reviews
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+61 409 693 923 | info@liveningaloo.com.au| Box 451 Exmouth WA 6707

www.liveningaloo.com.au 

TripAdvisor Experiences Reviews

 Does it inspire a sense of awe - the otherworldiness of swimming with a majestic humpback whale?
 Does the messaging read like a story of adventure/discovery? Does it excite the senses?
 Does the imagery show the epic contrast between whales, people, and environment? Do we have a sense of the‘characters’ you’ll meet on the trip? And of it being a locally run, friendly business?
 Is the barefoot luxury of the small group experience and special treats (e.g. fresh seafood with fine wine) highlighted?
 Does it communicate the benefits of being in a small group of 10?
 Does it highlight that this is one of the most natural ways to experience humpbacks?

MARKETING MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Using Our Story to inspire 
a creative brief
Using the shared traits they identified with Our Story, Live Ningaloo could use 
this to inform and inspire the briefing of new marketing materials.

Utilising commonly used components from many creative briefs (such as target audience, tone of voice, insight, 
etc.), Live Ningaloo can be inspired by the Spirit of Adventure to define how they formulate their creative briefs (be 
it for an advertising campaign, photography or web design, etc.). In turn, this would inspire the development of more 
impactful and unique creative, embedded with a compelling sense of adventure. 

Adventurers prepared to
 go beyond 

the expected; they are 
wanting to 

swim outside their comfort zone 

amongst a pristine environm
ent 

that will give them an experience 

they’ll never forget.

Awe-inspiring,
Meaningful,
Sublime,
Immersive,
Authentic,
Untamed,
Personal.

TARGET AUDIENCE TONE OF VOICE
(The tone or personality of your brand/product - and how it should feel to others)

(What sort of adventure
r are you 

trying to influence? 
How do they 

behave?)

What’s one thing about your product that will connect with your audience?

The most awe-inspiring moments in life are often too fleeting or crowded to have a full appreciation for them.

It’s not the number of experiences 

you have - it’s the 
depth of the 

experience that matters.

(A powerful statement that 

summarises what your bus
iness  

or brand stands for)

OUR BRAND POIN
T OF VIEW

KEY INSIGHT
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Summary
By identifying a commonality with Our Story, Live Ningaloo found ways 
to strengthen their marketing materials, push their humpback whale 
product, and ultimately work towards their goal of a less transient, more 
sustainable local industry.

Key Learnings

USING OUR STORY TO FIND A UNIQUE POINT OF 
DIFFERENCE
Live Ningaloo were able to use Our Story to align with their 
key point of difference - the intimate, premium nature of their 
tours. It reinforced that they must dial up these attributes to 
be positioned as the best adventure offering.

LEANING INTO THE OTHERWORDLY PHENOMENA, 
BAREFOOT LUXURY, AND FULL OF CHARACTERS
By identifying the Pillars that Live Ningaloo aligned with, it’s 
clear to see how these can be used to guide and inform the 
tone and subject matter of all marketing communications. 

THE NEED FOR UNIFIED INDUSTRY MESSAGING TO 
CREATE A LONGER TOURIST SEASON
If other local industry operators were to unite and adopt the 
same aspects of Our Story and align their own marketing 
communications (and use these to better promote the 
humpback whale product), there is a greater chance of 
creating a more sustainable, less fluctuating local tourism 
industry for workers and the Coral Coast region alike.




